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Life on Dragonia planet is difficult, but interesting. Dragons have their sacred traditions. Every young dragon must undergo an
initiation rite. He needs to make a round-the-world trip and study all the four sectors of the planet: Sector of Spring, Sector of

Summer, Sector of Autumn and Sector of Winter. Only the dragon who knows and understands his native planet can be
considered an adult one.

Burt was born and raised on Dragonia. Since childhood little dragons remember the simple but wise idea: only those who really
know their planet will be able to live in harmony with it and will not break the delicate balance of nature. Burt has dreamed of

the round-the-world trip since he was small, and now the time has come.

Travel all the way among with Burt, feel like a young dragon! Explore all sectors of the planet, visit the lands of blossoming
spring, warm summer, golden autumn and snowy winter.
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Recursive Dragon - Out Soon!:
Hey guys, we have good news for you! Our game Recursive Dragon will be out soon! It's a сolorful exploration game, where you
have to make a round-the-world trip and study all the four sectors of the planet: Sector of Spring, Sector of Summer, Sector of
Autumn and Sector of Winter.
Please subscribe and add the game to your wishlist. We look forward to know what you think about our works!

Playloft Team. Recursive Dragon - OUT NOW!:
Time to start the amazing fantasy journey! Explore all sectors of the dragon planet, visit the lands of blossoming spring, warm
summer, golden autumn and snowy winter. Look into every corner of this beautiful world! And if you'll meet any bugs along the
way, don't hesitate to tell us about them so we could fix them right away. Good luck!

Playloft Team. 75% OFF Recursive Dragon:
Winter Sale deals now live: get 75% off discount on Recursive Dragon!
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